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NOTE: This workbook runs along side the logo design tutorial however, can be     
           completed alone.
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How does my process influence yours?

What can you take away from seeing how I developed my company logo to implement 
in your process?

This is a page that you can refer back to time and time again as a summary.
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DEVELOP
Develop your
designs until they 
reflect your dreams!

RESEARCH
What inspires you, 
your brand style - 
moodboard!

PURPOSE
What’s your brands 

purpose? Who are you 
appealing to?

DESIGN
Pen no paper,
play around,

the more the better!
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Why is research SO imporant to your brand design? Why buy a car until 
you’ve seen all of the options, right? The same applies to design. Give 

yourself ideas. Look for influences. Stick it on paper!

WHAT STYLES REFLECT YOU, PERSONALLY?

WHAT STYLES REFLECT YOU, AS A BRAND?

STICK YOUR RESEARCH BELOW
(OR FIND OUR LARGER MOODBOARD TEMPLATE IN THE RESOURCE AREA.)
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WHAT DOES YOUR BRAND PREPRESENT?
What imagery comes to mind when you think about your brand?

What message are you sending to your audience?

IN THE BOXES BELOW, DRAW ANY AND EVERY IMAGE THAT COMES TO 
MIND. IT COULD BE A LINE, A DOT OR A DETAILED SKETCH.

(This forms the building blocks of your logo)
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WHAT TYPE DO YOU WANT TO INCLUDE?
(Just the name, a slogan also?)

Below, write your brand name and/ or slogan.

IN THE BOXES BELOW PLAY AROUND WITH STYLE.
(Do you want the words to be swirly (scripted), Sans serif, Serif, Modern, 

Light, Old school?)

Use this to define your font.Use this to define your font.
(FontSquirrel is a good resource for finding free commercial use fonts.)
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COLOUR! (Or color for my American readers!)

Choosing the right colour combination or chosing to use no colour can be 
one of the most difficult. Theres no right or wrong, but there are certain 

rules which are outlined in my ‘Using Colour’ tutorial.

Do you want to complement, contrast or make a bold statement?
Use the infomation provided in the Use the infomation provided in the ‘Using Colour’ tutorial to paly around 
with combiations and what stands out and best reflects your brand.

You can use the swatches below to do so.
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PULL ALL OF YOUR IDEAS TOGETHER!!

It’s now time to combine, your imagery, your type, your fonts and your 
colours all together to begin developing your main logo design.

At this stage, we want to see a minimum of 6, totally different designs that 
reflect your brand wants, needs and purpose.
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LET’S REFLECT!

Right, we now have a minimum of 6 simple and complex logo designs. Yes, 
one of these will begin to form your FINAL LOGO! So, lets strip them back 

and ask ourself 3 important questions.

DOES IT REFLECT MY BRAND PURPOSE? (If no, how can this be changed?)
1.
2.2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

WILL IT APPEAL TO MY AUDIENCE? (If no, how can this be changed?)
1.
2.2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

WHAT ASPECTS DO YOU LOVE/ HATE ABOUT EACH DESIGN?
1.
2.2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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USE YOUR REFLECTIONS AND DEVELOP!

At this point it’s good to narrow down. We can use our reflections to 
determine which are the most successful and appropriate designs.

In the box below, refine your chosen one or two designs.
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TAKE YOUR DESIGN DIGITAL!

It’s time to digitise your designs to make the usable for your brand.
Use our tutorials on Photoshop, Illustrator Indesign and Canva to do this. 
For support pop over to our group and chat area where there will be 

plenty of help to answer your questions.

FILE TYPES AND WHEN TO USE THEM!

Just a quick run through incase you're unsure where you should

TAKE YOUR DESIGN DIGITAL!

It’s time to digitise your designs to make the usable for your brand.
Use our tutorials on Photoshop, Illustrator Indesign and Canva to do this. 
For support pop over to our group and chat area where there will be 

plenty of help to answer your questions.

FILE TYPES AND WHEN TO USE THEM!

Just a quick run through incase you're unsure where you shouldJust a quick run through incase you're unsure where you should
use each particular file type to get the best quality.

      - RGB is the colour type to use when using your logo digitally.

      - CMYK is the colour type that is best when printing for example, 
        business cards and flyers.

      - .PNG will have a transparent background. This is ideal if you want
        to overlay it on another graphic or photograph etc.

      - .JPG and . PDF are the standard image files, these will have a white       - .JPG and . PDF are the standard image files, these will have a white 
        background.

      - .PSD is the editable file.
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For all things digital, head over to our tutorials area which will 
give you a super, in depth guide into how and why you should be 

using a variety of design programmes.

In our community area you will also get personalised support to 
make your design journey EASIER! You can get other opinions 

and converse with like minded DIY designers!
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